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Canadian Reiki Association Mission Statement
The Canadian Reiki Association is an autonomous and private

body and will not involve itself with the workings of other 
agencies within Canada.  The Corporation reserves the right to

investigate, at its discretion, other similar bodies and/or 
agencies and apprise members on such issues if such studies

may contain relevant information.  The Corporation may employ 
outside resources such as legal counsel for definition and 

clarification as required.
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FOLLOW THE CRA UPDATES AND NEWS

1/8         2.25”x1.87”

THE CRA ONLINE COMMUNITY CALENDAR
Reiki Exchanges, Shares and Events

CRA Registered Teachers are welcomed to post their Reiki Classes
and Reiki Shares in our online community calendar! 

We request that posts are limited to your Reiki practice and not for
other modalities (ie Yoga). The CRA reserves the right to remove

events without notification or explanation.
You can access our Online Calendar Under the 

“Practitioners/Teachers” heading on our 
website under the Calendar and Exchanges link.

https://reiki.ca/practitioners-teachers/exchanges/#cid=1269&wid=6901 

CRA Website:
www.reiki.ca

$10 $20

1/4         2.25”x3.75” $20 $40

1/2           4.5”x3.75” $40 $80

Full            4.5”x7.5” $70 $140

Ad Size Members Non
Member

ADVERTISING INFORMATION

Advertising your business, sell 
merchandise or place job ads in the

newsletter. On review of the content, 
non-members can 

also advertise in our newsletter. 
Contact: Bonnie 

craboard@reiki.ca  

NEWSLETTER DEADLINES

We are always looking for fresh articles 
that would be of interest to our 

members. If you wish to publish your 
article or advertise in our newsletter,

below are the deadlines for each issue.

ISSUE

Winter December 21 November 1

Fall September 21 August 1

Summer June 21 May 1

Spring March 21 February 1

Date of
Issue

Deadline
for ads &
Articles
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Message from the President    

We are now six months into adjusting to protocols
and changing our lifestyles to keep our families,
friends, and ourselves safe from the COVID-19 virus.
Not all changes have been easy and some have
caused difficulties in adjusting to a new lifestyle. Safe
distancing has been challenging. We are missing our
loved ones, especially those who are in living in seniors residences where
they can have no contact with family on the outside.  Front line workers
have put their lives on the line every day to care for those who need
them the most.  To them, we send our gratitude and our love of Reiki.

At the end of July, we received an overwhelming number of renewals,
upgrades and new member applications coming in at the same time. It
took Jodie a bit of time to process everyone for the 2020-2021 period. If
you know of a friend or student who wasn’t able to renew because of
their circumstance, please let them know we will welcome them back
when they are ready.  All they need to do is go to the Join Now tab to
renew their membership.   Towards the bottom of the application form,
there is a box that asks,  “How did you hear about us?”. Here is where
you type in Returning Member, and Jodie will take care of the rest.   I will
mention once again, please check your profile information to ensure
your complete contact information is up to date.  Please do not remove
a unit or apartment number from your profile. Current, accurate 
information on your profile will prevent mail from coming back to us. 

One of the many questions that we have faced over the past several
months has focused on the issue of online learning.  As such, the Board
of Directors passed a motion to clarify an exisiting bylaw.  The 
amendment to the Bylaw will include:

The CRA will not recognize or accept online/distance training taught by
any member regardless of their level of membership or status of Reiki

training.  

Members will have the opportunity to address this at the 2021 AGM.

Stay Safe!

Reiki Blessings,
Bonnie Smith
President
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Benefits of Membership with the CRA
Our Mission Statement and Commitment

The CRA, a federally chartered and governed non-profit
association, was founded in 1997 to register and 
represent all professional Canadian practitioners and
or teachers of all styles of Reiki. We aim to ensure all
registered members work within the Reiki Scope of
Practice and perform to the highest 

standards of professionalism for clients and the public and to 
disseminate relevant information to all its Members in Good Standing.

•  The CRA provides a common voice where practitioners may be heard
when appropriate. We publish quarterly newsletters on interesting topics
and other issues in various areas of the country.

• Our Registered Teachers follow a common baseline of teaching 
students. There are varying styles of Reiki, but the same content from
the Criteria/Educational guideline is taught, allowing for an easy 
transition from teacher to teacher across Canada.

• As an Association we provide our membership with a certificate of 
registration and a designation of CRA-RP, CRA- RT, or CRA-SM.  We now
include Animal Reiki Practitioners in the Association and their 
designation is CRA-RAP. The letters CRA after you name establishes your
reputation in the community as a highly qualified and competent Reiki
practitioner.” All classifications have a registration number which our 
Registered Teachers use on the student’s certificates.

• Our websites are in both English and French. We provide all the 
documentation required for new applicants and renewals.  On the 
website we post the newsletters, and members post events, and reiki
shares. We also offer a Directory listing for all Practitioners and Teachers
which allows members to introduce themselves to potential clients,
share their contact information and link people to their social media 
accounts.  Members are able to maintain their own profile and directory
listings and changes are made in real time.

• Registered Teachers have access to list classes and shares on the CRA
calendar.
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• We offer low-cost professional liability insurance for our practitioners
and teachers in good standing.  Reiki practitioners who are registered
with other modalities have found it to be beneficial to become CRA
members to obtain insurance for their practice.

• There are municipalities across Canada that require Reiki Practitioners
to be a member in good standing with the Canadian Reiki Association
before they are granted a business license to practice Reiki.

• We offer our members access to social media with Facebook, Twitter,
Pinterest and our quarterly newsletters.  Members have special rates for
advertising in the newsletter.

• The CRA offers a variety of items that can be purchased in our web store.

• Directly and indirectly the CRA members give back to the Community
by bringing awareness of Reiki into the Community.  Members have 
attended Wellness Fairs, Trade Shows, Hospitals, Universities, Rec Centres,
Woman shelters, Animal Shelters.

• Reiki and the M.S. Pilot Project was successfully performed in Vancouver
with members giving under 400 sessions focusing on the patient’s 
general wellbeing, pain, energy and stress.
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Teaching Reiki

I have recently been asked by a fellow Reiki teacher to share my thoughts
on online Reiki classes. The conversation began regarding somebody
who is just completing the Gendai Reiki Ho program and who has 
already started to teach level 1. Given the Covid situation, she has done
so online. This new teacher was surprised to hear that online classes are
disallowed in Gendai Reiki Ho (as they are in Komyo ReikiDo) and that
the Canadian Reiki Association does not offer membership to anyone
whose training has taken place online. And so she wondered if "the
power of attunement transmission" was "the only reason" why one is
"not permitted to teach Reiki online." 

This is what I wrote back:

My short answer would be:

If she is determined to teach online, she cannot teach either Gendai or
Komyo or give attunements /reiju taught in the manner of either school.
Period. You would have to forbid her to use your manuals.
If so, the question would then become: what lineage would she be 
offering? Students would have to be informed of the fact that she has
broken with her lineage. And so they would have no lineage themselves.
Also, she would have to let prospective students know that upon 
completion of any of her levels, they would not be able to join the CRA.
It would then be up to them whether they would still want to take her
class(es) or not.
***
My long answer is this:

It is always the new teachers who want to make major changes because
they think they know better. I can relate to that - I felt that way when I
first started teaching high school. I thought I knew better than 
everybody else, and I was going to be amazing. (Wry smile.) 
In contrast to that, here are two images from the Japanese movie "Every
Day, a Good Day" that has been coming to mind lately: 1. the image of a
tea master who is ninety and who has been doing things the same way
she had been taught by her teacher who had been taught by her teacher
who had been taught by her teacher... and 
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2. the image of one of her students who used to ask all kinds of questions
in the beginning, who couldn't understand why things were done the
way they were done and who was always surprised to hear that her
teacher didn't have a reason other than, "this is just how it's done". But
after more than twenty years of practice, when her teacher suggests that
maybe now she should start getting a few students herself, the woman
thinks, "Oh... maybe now I will get my beginning... "

Not, maybe now I have learned enough, I am ready to teach, I know all
there is to know, I can be a tea master, I have arrived... but "maybe now I
will get my beginning..."

I have been feeling a little like this lately, like maybe now... maybe... I am
getting my beginning... Just maybe...

It is a very humbling feeling... And it makes me wish I had been held back
twenty years ago and I had practiced quietly close to a teacher for all this
time and that finally, now, my teacher might say, "maybe you should start
teaching..."

Blessings,
Elyssa Matthews  CRA-RT

 

 

 
Alain Richard 

 

Consultant 
Health & Wellness Coach 

 

416-827-4204 
arichard@mondoki.ca 
arichard.isagenix.com 

Weight Loss  Performance  Vitality + Well-Being 
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Cutting Cords with Reiki  

When the light comes in, the first thing that we see is the mess we have
created. Once we start to see the damage we have let people make in
our lives so far, we naturally want to cut off. But when we start looking
at the situation carefully, we understand it’s not just about removing
them from our lives – it is about removing them from our minds.

The Cord-Cutting procedure is straightforward:

Create a sacred space. You could light a few lamps or candles – lamps
with cow’s ghee or sesame oil are said to be the most sattvik. Flowers
would be good, incense if you like it.

• Start by observing your breath and entering a meditative space.

• Now imagine yourself in a circle, with the person sitting in front of you,
also inside the circle. Slowly allow yourself to become aware of the cords
attaching the two of you.

• Pick one cord at a time, and ask yourself why you allowed this 
attachment to form. What was the fear that caused it, and what was the
benefit you gained?

• It may be a good idea to ask the other person if they have anything to
add. If you can seek permission from the other person before cutting
every cord and find out why, if they resist, and resolve that issue, then
the cord-cutting will bring you much more benefit.

• Once the reason for the presence of the cord is resolved, it may 
disappear by itself. If not, allow your intuition to guide you to the best
way of cutting this cord. Once the cord is cut, burn the remains.

• Thank the person for teaching you valuable lessons, and ask them to
leave the circle.

• Complete the process by doing a full self-healing. Cord-cutting can
sometimes leave a little soreness in the aura, and this will heal any
wounds.

This process is best done at dusk time.
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A few things to keep in mind:

Sometimes the revelation, that it was our fears strengthening these
bonds can be quite disturbing. If this is the case, I suggest that you let
go of the idea of cutting cords for a few days and allow Reiki to heal the
resistance to these emotions first.

If there are too many cords, you can repeat this process for a few days
until all cords are cut. Sometimes one finds cords reappearing – this
means it is a deep issue and needs more healing.

It is possible to cut cords without finding out the reasons and resolving
them as well. However, the external world is nothing but a reflection of
our inner selves, and blindly cutting cords might cause the same pattern
to repeat with another person. Ultimately, you chose to form those cords
at a subconscious level. If you remove the reason, the problem heals
more deeply.

Blessings

Ashwita Goel, Reiki Master
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Healing Anxiety with Sei He Ki

Anxiety is something that almost everyone experiences from time to
time. However, for a few people, stress is a constant presence and eats
into their lives daily. It can severely affect the quality of life and leave one
feeling drained and exhausted.

Anxiety prone people do realize that most of what they feel anxious
about never come to pass. Unfortunately, this realization does not 
prevent them from feeling anxious, and they continue to suffer.
Can Reiki help with anxiety troubles? It most certainly can be provided
we remember to seek its help.

If you are a Reiki practitioner, and you suffer from anxiety, it can be hard
to remember to seek Reiki’s help when you find yourself feeling anxious.
However, if you can remind yourself to do so, it can help you calm those
nerves and encourage you to shift your focus on to feelings of love, safety
and peace. 

Those of us who are Level 2 or higher can work with the mental-
emotional symbol Sei He Ki to help heal anxiety. You can also teach the
following techniques to your Level 2 students.

1.  As we all know, prevention is always better than cure. How about 
making a conscious effort to stay calm before anxiety can take over? It
helps to start and end the day on a quiet note. When you wake up in the
morning, stand with your feet planted on the ground and draw the 
mental-emotional symbol all around you. Take a deep breath and 
visualize a stream of Reiki entering your body. Feel this gentle energy
flooding your nerves and enjoy a feeling of peace washing over you.
Then draw a prominent power symbol to seal the energy and intend that
it stays with you all through the day. Do the same practice before going
to bed at night and fall asleep feeling calm and peaceful.

2.  In the morning, draw a small mental-emotional symbol on the back
of your hand or palm. If you find yourself feeling anxious during the day,
look at your hand and connect with Reiki through the symbol. Allow its
healing energy to flow to you. It will help you feel supported and enable
you to keep calm.
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3.  Draw the mental-emotional symbol on a tiny piece of paper and put
it under your pillow at night. Before you drift off to sleep, request Reiki
to help you heal the root cause of your anxiety. The root cause of many
anxiety troubles can be traced back to early childhood and past life 
traumas. Also, request Reiki to help you release any resistance that you
may hold towards letting go of anxiety. Anxious people often harbour
an unconscious attachment to worry and have a hard time letting it go.

4.  During Self Reiki sessions, draw a sizeable mental-emotional symbol
over you. Visualize the anxious energy trapped in your body, floating up
to the symbol and transforming it into the light.

If you are attuned to the third degree, you may also use the Master 
symbol alongside the mental-emotional symbol if you feel guided to do
so.

Remember that healing is a journey of uncovering layers of blocked 
energy, transforming this energy into light and eventually recognizing
our true innate state of wholeness. Healing takes time. It is best not to
focus much on the results but to flow with the journey instead. Flowing
with life helps us heal much better than setting targets and expecting
healing to occur as per those targets.

Blessings to all
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In my years of teaching Reiki, the most common problem that my 
students face is taking on their client’s issues. This may occur on a 
physical, emotional or mental level – often manifesting as the experience
of feeling a client’s pain or walking away from a session feeling 
energetically exhausted.

Personally experiencing the symptoms that the client feels can be quite
frightening and leads many people to abandon their pursuit of Reiki and
the healing arts.

Is there a way to safely practice Reiki and not be affected negatively?
Proper practice of the Reiki structure is the answer!

Channel healing rather than “give” healing.

In my opinion, one of the essential teachings within the Usui Reiki 
System of Natural Healing is that we are not healers. Reiki students
should be taught how to channel healing energy – in place of “giving
healing.”

Consider the possibility that the mind is a mechanism of moving energy.
Energy follows consciousness (or energy goes where attention flows),
and every thought in their mind moves energy – whether we mean to
or not.

If I set my intention to “give healing,” then that is what I would do – give
my energy to the client. The result is that not only will I feel drained after
the session (and possibly take on the client’s problems), but also the 
vibration of energy that I channel will be severely limited.

By having a clear intention to channel healing energy, this problem is
avoided. In my Reiki lineage, the intent is trained through the prayer
structure, which is followed at the beginning and the end of every Reiki
session. (please see below).

Live a balanced life

It is extremely important for any person working within the healing arts
to live a balanced life. Establish the rituals and practices that you need
to create a balance between your working life and other commitments.

How to Stop Feeling your Clients Pain
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Following your spiritual practice is essential, as is taking time for yourself
alongside fulfilling commitments of family and relationships. Remember,
the purpose of our healing is to assist in the healing of others. The better
the place that you come from, the deeper your ability will be to help in
the life path of others.

Practice the Reiki prayer structure and psychic self-defence opening
prayers.

At the beginning of a Reiki session, close your eyes and pray in inner
space (each prayer is repeated slowly three times):
“Only the best energies are coming to me.” x3
“I am a clear open channel for Reiki for the benefit of everyone.” x3
“I am divinely guided, protected and supported.” x3

Alongside the final prayer, the Reiki 1 practitioner is taught to imagine
themselves surrounded by a protective bubble of bright, white light.
Reiki 2 practitioners are trained to imagine themselves surrounded by a
box of the protection symbol, while Reiki Master practitioners may
choose to use the Master symbol in its place.

In this way, at the start of every session, the Reiki practitioner sets their
intention to be a protected channel for healing energy. This will be of
great assistance in minimizing the absorption of the client’s energy into
your field.

You may develop the psychic self-protection step in any way that feels
good to you (i.e. any way that is in keeping with your belief system). 
Example meditations include the addition of a grounding cord or the
famous “Violet Flame” exercise.

The opening prayer at my following session.  
If you channel healing energy, you will never “pick up” the problems of
your clients.  
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Closing prayers

The closing prayers are intended at the end of the Reiki session. 

“I thank the Reiki energy for channelling through me.” x3
“I thank the client for receiving this healing channelled through me.” x3
“I thank the Reiki energy for continuing working with this person for as
long as is necessary for the highest good. ” x3
“I dedicate the fruits of this session to the universe. Please accept.” x3

Finally, at the end of the session, always remember to wash your hands
with cold water.

Prayer as ritual strengthening the intention to channel

The prayer structure acts as a reminder to the intention to be a channel
for the Reiki energy. Without prayer, practitioners become trapped in the
illusion of being the healer and suffer the limitations in their practice that
arise as a result.

In my experience, the energy that I have “given away” in the dedication
step of the closing prayer instantly returns to me at the moment I intend
the opening prayer at my following session.  

If you channel healing energy, you will never “pick up” the problems of
your clients.  
Blessings,
Nicholas Harris
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       We often 
m           

           
            

              
      When we have a daily spiritual practice such as 

t                 
     We appreciate that everything in our reality is 

e            
       We are inspired by deeply knowing in our heart 

t             
                 

     

   CRA-RT!

We tend to keep time in our worldly life through doing
and having expectations of ourself and others. We often
measure the quality of life by what we have materially
achieved and acquirered in the outer world or what we

think we still need to do and therefore what still feels lacking.

The material world keeps time with us through the obligations towards
it that we have developed in our minds. When we have a daily spiritual
practice such as the Reiki system we realize that the value of our life is
more than our ever changing thoughts and actions. We appreciate that
everything in our reality is energetically connected by an intelligent 
consciousness that nurtures life and is not limited by time or space. We
are inspired by deeply knowing in our heart through compassionate self
practice that we akk belong equally to this enteral source of life energy
and that we all possess within us the ability to live into our full potential
for healing and helping.

Tina Reilhan CRA-RT
www.calmcarereiki.ca
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Timeless Reiki
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Reiki Attunements 

A Reiki Attunement is a mysterious yet powerful initiation process done
by a Reiki Master as part of a Reiki training. Through Reiki Attunements,
the recipient receives very intense healing, and their energy channels
are opened up to the Universal Energy, making them more aware and
present.

The attunement will stimulate the entire physical, spiritual, emotional
and energetic bodies, thereby promoting health and personal growth
on all levels and enhancing the sense of well-being.

What happens during the Reiki attunement process?

In Japanese, the attunement ceremony is as known as “Reiju,” which
means spiritual energy blessing. When we receive a Reiki attunement,
we are inviting spiritual blessings on our path of self-mastery.
The attunement process is a powerful sacred ritual needed for everyone
who wants to become a Reiki practitioner. It marks the end of an old way
of being and the beginning of a new path.

This opportunity happens by the opening of the energy healing 
channels, which occurs during a Reiki Attunement. The exact process is
kept secret by the Reiki Masters to maintain the sacredness of the ritual
and to prevent further misunderstandings since it’s difficult to express
it in words. 

The attunement experience will differ for every student.  Feeling the 
energy flow, hearing angelic bells, seeing colours, having visions, 
sensations of heat or tingling, and the list goes on. How the attunement
is performed may differ from one Master to another, but the necessary
steps being the same.

How to prepare for Reiki Attunements?

Having access to the Universal Energy is a tremendous gift, and more
people benefit from it since the gap between science and spirituality has
been massively reduced. It is now commonly accepted that we exist as
beings of light, created as part of a universe that illuminates and 
animates all things.
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It means Reiki is already part of us, so why do we need an attunement
to connect what is already connected? That is one of the misconceptions.
We do not connect but educate us to understand the nature of our 
relationship to a universe that sustains us. Reiki is and always has been
a discipline of personal spiritual development. 

A Reiki Attunement causes positive internal shifts on both sides – the
giver and receiver. As the student surrenders more and more to the
process, more Ki energy carrying the Reiki symbols are channelled into
the Crown Chakra to the recipient’s heart. As receivers, we cannot control
the process, but we can prepare ourselves one week before attunement
to encapsulate more healing energy during its performance. 

For Reiki Teachers, they can increase the quality of a Reiki Attunement
using their creativity to enrich the necessary steps of the ritual.  The Reiki
attunement is done with the student present.  Some tips to assist a Reiki
Master to offer a high-quality Reiki Attunement are done by creating a
sacred space, following heart guidance, trusting the intuition, calling the
higher beings to assist, integrating the new energies and the experience
itself by both sides. 

As we know, energy isn’t bound by space and time. While distance 
healing is a practice embraced by most Reiki practitioners, the idea of
attunement done over distance has always been a controversial subject
for the Reiki community.  The Canadian Reiki Association does not accept
or recognize distant attunements on any level of membership or your
level of training.  

We’ve done the attunement. What’s next?

After an attunement, it is essential to take good care of yourself. Usually,
the recipient encounters a healing crisis that can last up to two or three
weeks and can have effects on a physical or emotional level. This is 
happening because the energetic vibrational state of our being changes
– the energy centers are cleared and aligned, and new vibrations of 
energy are channeled through us.
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People with a long history of health problems and different 
dysfunctional patterns are drawn to Reiki’s healing energy in search of a
cure. Part of the learning process with Reiki is to distinguish between
healing and a cure. Healing is activated after the attunement process,
but similar to a spring cleaning, everything inside will be turned upside
down for new order to install – this is the healing crisis. The cure will 
arrive sooner or later, depending on the openness to clear out the 
negative layers gathered over the years. 

There is no reason to be afraid of the clearing and assimilation process.
We only experience what is right for us and our highest purpose. We are
all unique individuals. The assimilation process of these energy shifts can
be different for everyone who has an attunement.

Make sure to get out and exercise, drink a lot of water, take a salt bath,
practice daily self-Reiki, meditate and listen to your body. 

Another effect of the attunement may be heightened psychic awareness.
With parts of your psychic abilities like clairaudience, clairsentience, and
clairvoyance will be gradually unleashed.

Each attunement strengthens, clears and opens channels to higher 
healing. If you are already attuned to Reiki and feel it’s time for a 
re-attunement, only great things could come. Maintaining a strong 
connection to Reiki energies will encourage the healing path.

The Reiki Attunement is a life-changing initiation. Keeping a journal can
help track the process and the changes that will follow.
Powerful healing experiences with Reiki come to us through Grace, and
we should always offer gratitude to the Divine Consciousness for 
allowing this.

Anna Marks 
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One of the main reasons those newly attuned to Reiki do not continue
on the healing path is because they don’t feel anything. During class, we
get feedback from our classmates that they can feel the heat, or cold, or
tingling when we practice on each other.  For some, when they get
home, they don’t have feedback. They think they have lost the ability to
feel the energy. It can be super frustrating, but it can be helped.

Here are some practical tips on increasing your hand sensitivity so
you can more easily feel Reiki.

The first tip is to practice every day without excuses. Even if it is one
minute of practice time, you are the perfect practice subject because you
are always there to practice on yourself. You may not feel anything at
first, but if you do not practice, you never will.

The second tip is to let go of the need to feel anything when you practice.
It holds you back. Take the time to relax, give yourself Reiki, and notice
how your body feels, not necessarily your hands. Notice how you feel 
before, during, and after Reiki. I’m not talking about client work, but 
personal self-Reiki.

The third tip would be to rub your hands together before placing them
in gassho or before putting them on yourself or the client. It helps open
the hand chakras and allows you to be more sensitive to energies. 

Touch everything and notice how each texture, temperature, weight,
and material make you feel. Do you cringe when you touch slimy soap
in the shower? Does the feeling of cotton candy make you want to clear
your energies as soon as possible? Does the ruffle on a collar make you
want to cut cords?  Does heat make you shiver?

Touching everything and gauging how it makes you feel makes it easier
for you to discover what the sensation means to you. Heat in any spot
means extra attention goes there. Heavy energy implies something that
needs to be cleared.   Each person will have their meanings behind each
sensation, but you must practice uncovering what yours are.

Blessings
Sierra Koch

Increasing Hand Sensitivity
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Hello Everyone,

Recently, several of our 
members received an email
message from reiki@reiki.ca
with the subject heading “
Another referral brought to
you from the Canadian Reiki
Association.”  Upon reading
the email, it was pretty clear
that this was a scam.  Many of
you contacted us to report
the incident, and many were
concerned that the website was hacked or that someone got hold of our
mailing list.  Rest assured, the website was not hacked and remains a 
secure website. We take the security of the website and your personal
information very seriously. So, what happened? Well, as a quick 
explanation, someone misused our Directory listings.  

To understand this, you have to understand how the listings work.  Each
Registered Practitioner or Registered Teacher has a directory listing 
unless they have decided to stay out of the Directory altogether (Student
Members do not have listings). When you view the Directory listing on
our website, it shows your name, your phone number (although there is
a way to hide this as well), hopefully, a picture of you or your business
logo and, hopefully, a message introducing yourself to potential clients.  

The initial search that a potential client makes shows the beginning of
your listing.  Beneath that, there are three links:  One to “View Full Listing”;
One to “Add Contacts”; and finally, a “Send Message” button.  YOUR EMAIL
ADDRESS IS NOT DISPLAYED on your listing.  Should the potential client
decide to send you a message, they click the “send a message” button
and are then given an email form that requires a name, email address
and a box needed to be checked, indicating that the messages were not
to be used for spam purposes.  Once the potential client sent that email,
you would receive an email that said it was from reiki@reiki.ca with the
subject line “Another referral brought to you by the Canadian Reiki 
Association.” 

HIGHLIGHTS:

•  A spam email went out to some 
people last week
•  The website is SECURE – we were not
hacked
•  An individual misused the Directory
listings to send out the emails

•  Steps have been taken to try to 
prevent this from happening again in
the future.
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The way the system is set up, it looks like the email message is coming
from reiki@reiki.ca because it is going through our network to reach you.
As a result, our system was not hacked when the spam message went
out. The system functioned the way that it was designed to provide 
potential clients with a way to get in touch with you. Unfortunately,
someone found us and decided to use our platform as a means to try
and scam people.  It is unfortunate, but it is a sign of the times. 

As a temporary measure, while we sorted this situation out, we took the
message feature out of your directory listings while we consulted with
our technical support people. It is our understanding that this individual
went into the web listings and “add contact”-ed a number of members
and then did a “send all” message to that group of people. 

Now that we have an understanding of what happened, we have 
returned the “Send Message” button back to the Directory listings; 
however, we have added a Captcha requirement to the message.  This
Captcha requirement will prevent robots from being able to crawl
through our Directory and send out scam emails as it did last week.  It
does not prevent an individual from going from one listing to the next
messaging each member directly.  

We believe that the Directory listing is a useful and powerful tool to 
connect you with potential clients. We are hesitant to take a feature away
due to one person abusing the system.  This is the first time in the 3+
years that this website has been functioning that this abuse has 
occurred. 

We will continue to monitor this situation with this new change in effect.
Should there be any more problems, we will act accordingly. 

Moving forward, please remember, you might receive an email from
reiki@reiki.ca with the subject line “Another referral brought to you from
the Canadian Reiki Association.”  Chances are it is a legitimate inquiry.
However, the possibility of a scam is there.  In this case, it was self-evident
that it was a scam. Please use your best discretion.

As always, if you have any questions or concerns, please email Jodie at
reiki@reiki.ca. 
Thank you for your patience and understanding as we worked through
this situation.

From the office of the 
Canadian Reiki Association
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1.   You don’t have to get tired while healing others or yourself, as
you channel external energy

Since the very first level, we have learned Reiki is universal energy, and
we are the channels. So what does it exactly mean? In layman terms, we
become a channel to the purest positive energy which surrounds us.
Since it is external energy, our strength does not get used up, hence after
self-healing or healing others, we do not feel tired or drained out but 
refreshed as a lot of healing happens in our body.

2.   You do self-healing every day. Hence your chakras become 
balanced and open

As practice self-healing, our chakras, starting from head to toe, with time,
our chakras are neither blocked nor overactive; they are open and 
balanced, hence keeping our life smooth, be it physical, emotional or 
situational.

3.   Karma is cleansed, hence a better present and future

There are many ways to clean our karmas with Reiki by calling upon the
angels. When we erase our negative karmas,  problems in the present
will be removed, as the karma related to the issues is nullified, and hence
our life is automatically better.

4.  Your psychic abilities develop

We all have a few psychic abilities, which are dormant as we do not know
of their existence. In Reiki, as we become more aware of our selves and
others, we also become aware of the gifts we have, and we can fine-tune
them. 

5.  Negative people and toxic relations are out

Reiki always shields us from negative people and situations. It will always
fizzle out relations who do not serve any purpose to us, also will remove
all frenemies and people from our life who do not mean well or are not
suitable for us. A friend of mine was in a toxic relationship for a very long
time, she learned Reiki to heal her relationship, but within 21 days the
person left her, and she did not even feel bad about it, as she finally felt
free!

Why Is It So Cool to Be a Reiki Practitioner?
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6.  Syncing with the Universe and the Signs it Gives You

As a Reiki practitioner, we develop the wisdom to understand when a
sign from the Universe is shown to us, it may be a name on a billboard,
or someone says something out of the blue. You know the message is
for you, or repetition of numbers in a particular sequence etc. They 
generally give us signs when we have asked a question, or warn us from
some danger, or just to let us know when we are about to cross a critical
thresh hold in our life.

In 2013-14, I was working for a statistical firm, where most of our clients
were students who wanted to get a statistical analysis done for their 
project. Still, most of the students were from one particular college, and
within a year, I landed up working for the same college as a professor. I
realized it was the Universe way of telling me where my next step was.

7.  Aura gets healed, cords get removed

The aura is the biomagnetic energy field that surrounds our physical
body. Our auras will interact with others, hence the quote “Love at first
sight.”  When we take on negative energy, we attract negative people
and situations into our energy field.  A regular aura brushing with Reiki
shall do wonders.

Cords are not suitable for people; they tend to restrict us from moving
ahead. Cords can be between people, karmic, spiritual etc. Regular cord
removal helps us to forge better relationships with people and move 
forward in our life. We can remove cords with Reiki or calling upon
Archangel Michael.

8. Most of the wishes manifest

Most of our wishes get manifested in Reiki, provided it is for our highest
good. It helps us in all walks of life, be it improvement of health, getting
a job, expanding business, or day to day life. You ask and give healing;
Reiki will fulfill it for you.
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9. You can work with lower and higher beings

The beautiful distance healing symbols help us to connect with people
in the physical as well as the spiritual plane. We connect to a person who
is in a different place. We can also connect to higher beings like
Archangel Michael or any Ascended Master to guide you for healing. Or
you can connect to lower beings like the souls who have not transited
to help them reach the light.

10. You can differentiate between being religious and spiritual

Reiki is not a religion; it is a way of life. It helps us to understand our needs
and wants and develop a compassionate outlook towards the world and
ourselves. Instead of giving its point of view, Reiki helps us discover our
point of view. It just asks to have faith and trust in ourselves, and our lives
become much meaningful and allow us to understand the finer nuances
which happen for our good.

11. You understand death is not an end, but a new beginning

“Nothing ever truly dies. The Universe wastes nothing. Everything is
transformed.”
Death is not an end; it is a new beginning for us. We realize that our body
is just temporary; it is our soul, which is the real existence. When we tran-
sition, we leave the human form.  We may go into another one and learn
new life lessons and become more mature as a soul, and for those who
have already discovered their life lessons help others as a spirit guide or
a guardian angel and guide them in the right direction. The only mere
changes are the change of responsibility.

12. All you need for healing is your intention

The best part about Reiki is, you do not need any rock salt or crystals to
heal. Of course, we can use them besides boosting our healing, but
sometimes when we are travelling, we can give healing through a chi
ball or touch or direct send Reiki through our mind to a specific situation.
Reiki cannot get handier than this.

Blessings

Sunetra Dasgupta
Reiki Master 
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Below you will find a basic animal symbolism that I like to give to both
clients and Reiki students. When you start to enter the Reiki world, you
may find that the Universe begins to communicate with you in a variety
of new ways. One of the most common ways is through animal symbols.
If they notice one animal calling out to them, they can then research that
one particular animal further. I hand it out in Reiki 1 or to any client who
shows an interest in signs/symbols from the Universe.

Reiki 1 Animal Symbols From The Universe:

♦ Bees: 

Time to get busy so that you can enjoy the fruits of your labour.

♦ Dove: 
Love, messages from above, peace

♦ Dog:
Loyalty, unconditional love

♦ Raven: Synchronicity: 
Magic

♦ Cat: 
Set healthy boundaries, get back up and live life after a setback

♦ Butterfly:
Beauty

♦ Dragonfly: 
Transition

♦ Bear: 
Time to embrace personal power, courage

♦  Owl: 
Warns of deception, ability to see the truth of any situation

♦ Deer:
Tread lightly and take a gentle path

♦ Stag:
Pride, leadership

Animal Symbolism
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♦ Lion: 
Protector, bravery

♦  Hawk: 
Power of observation, lead others, visionary

♦  Elephant:
Steadfastness, mindfulness

♦  Fish:
Fluid emotions

♦  Mermaid:
Feminine power, embracing your sexuality

♦  Horse:
Inner strength, allowing help from others

♦  Eagle:
Freedom, power, divine intervention, messages from above

♦  Spider: 
Creativity, use your creative powers

♦  Worm: 
No backbone

♦  Wolf: 
Can warn you of someone trying to deceive you (acting sly), 
sharp instincts

♦  Humming Bird: 
Strength and grace, making the most out of nothing, joy

♦  Snake: 
Sheading illusions and limitation

♦  Whale:
Being in touch with your true reality, listening to your inner voice

♦  Cow: 
Abundance

♦  Frog: 
Transition
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Two years ago, I took my first “solo” trip to 
Europe. Travelled to Spain, land of my 
ancestors, without expectations, setting 
myself in an “adventurous” mood. From
Barcelona to Galicia, every single city was 
offering itself for me to discover. 

While being there, somehow, I understood
that my grandfather and even my own fathers’ heart were in mine, 
carrying their spirits back to that magical land.  I couldn’t miss Santiago
de Compostela, El Camino, to walk part of that sacred way that millions
walked every year. That is like a separate little world with an atmosphere
of a party, friendship, camaraderie, celebration.  I was filled with feelings
and emotions that only a person who has been a pilgrim in his/her life
can share and understand.

It was then I decided that I wanted to walk the full length of El Camino.
I returned to Canada and experienced the repercussions of the path in
my very own journey. There were transformations from the inside out.  I
recalled it was amazing being with myself all those days, providing a safe
and secure place to sleep, finding food, and pampered with coffee while
indulging myself with the famous “churros” while sitting outdoors of a
Madrid coffee house.    I had a continuous dialogue with myself as I
checked in as to how I was feeling, what  I needed and what did I want?
It was just me and myself!  Then I realized how far I was  from the truthful
“loving self.”

Returning to Canada, I started training the best I could be to walk El
Camino. For those who aren’t familiar, there are several routes; my choice
was to take The North Way, which runs parallel to the north coast of Spain
from the limits of France on the East and finishes in Santiago, west of
Spain. The lands of James, the Apostle. 

I met people who walked it more than once, I attended meetings,
friended related Facebook pages, read articles, buying my gear, of course,
and the physical training by walking my favourite routes in Toronto.

El Camino
Times of Crisis is Meant for Inner Growth
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I set my goal for 2020.   Imagine my disappointment when the Divine
had different plans for me. Like many Torontonians and others around
the world, we began our self-isolating.  It was time to walk alone, time
to be with me again, another chapter of deep work to uncover layers of
no-sense to reach my essence, my true divine self. This path of my 
journey didn’t include beautiful scenery of hills, prairies and ocean
beaches; there was nothing to distract me.  In my home, there were the
same walls, the same familiar pieces of ornaments.  I realized that there
was some part of me still hidden and to be discovered.  I was ready to
accept new challenges and opportunities.  I knew when I was ready and
the time was right El Camino would be waiting for me.  I was now 
spending my time in self-reflection.  I searched the darkness buried deep
into my subconscious that held onto the pain, sadness and traumas in
my life.   Now it was time to fill this space with love, light and happiness.
It was all there just waiting to be healed.

The message I received and took away from El Camino was to work on
self.   The Divine offered me to take it, and I did. 

My original plan was to start 
walking at the end of June. 
According to my app, I’ve walked

300.95 km across the GTA and 
surrounding area.  It wasn’t my
plan, but it was “The Plan” I’ve 
accepted and feel grateful. 

Reiki continues the way of mastering me, never finishes, it is a work in
progress: integrity, self-love & respect, responsibility, self-care: learning
how to set boundaries, communicating my needs. To be fearless,
impeccable, self-sovereignty, empowerment, tolerance, self-compassion,
surrender and trust. 

Blessing
Teresa Canoza CRA-RT
Director  
Canadian Reiki Association 
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We have noticed a large influx of new people joining
the CRA Facebook page lately using a business page
instead of their own personal page. The Executive
Board, who manage the page, have traditionally
avoided allowing business pages into the group out
of concern that people would try to promote their

own business; a clear violation of the group rules. Nevertheless, we 
realize times are changing and how people are using Facebook is 
changing along with it. This has certainly led to some interesting 
conversations! One of these conversations has questioned what it is that
you would like to see from the Facebook group.  What is it that you were
hoping to get out of the group when you joined?  Have any thoughts or
opinions you would like to share?!  Head on over to the Facebook page
and let’s talk!

Not a member of the page yet?  Search for the “Canadian Reiki 
Association” and ask to join the group 
or try this link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/6813158154/ 
the opening prayer at my following session.  
If you channel healing energy, you will never “pick up” the problems of
your clients.  

Let’s talk!
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1.  We have the BEST members!  
We would like to take a moment to
thank each and every one of you for
sticking with us during this uncertain
time!  By becoming a member, 
returning to the CRA after a period of

absence or renewing your membership, you have allowed us to continue 
providing service to you. Thank you! 

2.  The past several months have been challenging as we have tried to
deal with a number of complicated issues. Shuts downs, figuring out how
to manage our Annual General Meeting, trying to offer some guidance
around protocols we need to follow, trying to deal with a large volume
of work in a short time period etc. have been complicated and time 
consuming. We appreciate your patience as we work through 
everything.

3.  As many of you know, the majority of our membership follows a 
traditional membership time line meaning their memberships run from
August 1 to July 31 each year.  As such, when we look at the growth of
the Association, it makes sense to look at our membership numbers in
September.  While we have recently lost some members for a variety of
reasons, our membership base continues to hold strong.  This chart
shows our Membership over the past 6 years. We are confident that
we will see many members return once we work our way through the 
restrictions and concerns we are experiencing.

4.  While we are talking about numbers, have you ever wondered how
our numbers break down between the different designations? 
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1.

2.  In response to the current situation we find ourselves in, the Board of
Directors made the decision to reduce the number of case 
studies needed in order to either join or upgrade to the Registered 
Practitioner level.  This promotion has been very successful.  So far, we
have welcomed 72 new Registered Practitioners and upgrade 
52 members. Given the continued concerns and restrictions that we are
experiencing, the Board of Directors has extended this offer until 
December 31, 2020.

 

2020 March April May June July August September 

Students 188 184 150 148 142 124 94 

Practitioners  672 675 705 717 731 766 687 

Practitioners/RAP 23 23 23 23 24 24 18 

Teachers 246 245 248 251 250 248 214 

Teacher/RAP 24 24 23 23 23 24 20 

RAP  10 10 10 10 10 10 6 

Total Members: 1163 1162 1159 1173 1181 1196 1039 
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Shielding, protection, and clearing your energy are important
things to learn as part of your healing process. They are even more
critical when you identify as an empath or if you wish to treat others
using energy healing. For those who are sensitive to energy or who work
closely with energy, these forms of energy hygiene need to become as
routine as washing your hands and brushing your teeth.

Our first and primary focus in energy healing must be on our energy
field and its health and coherence. For many, particularly those 
sensitive to energy, it may be challenging to fully heal our energy field
or maintain its coherence until we learn shielding and clearing. Making
this a regular part of your routine can make a big difference in your 
healing and your overall comfort level in the world, especially if you are
an empath.

Some people in the spiritual community say that using shielding is
lacking in compassion and is “unspiritual.” The belief is that we are all
one and that to shield other people’s energy from freely mingling with
your own is blocking in the sharing of that oneness, and is therefore 
unkind and may cut off your spiritual growth. However, though we all
come from the same Source and are part of the same oneness, we are
also each individual.  As the cells within our bodies each have their walls,
yet are part of the whole, that is us. Our cells would cease to function,
and we would die if all of our cells dropped their walls. We need our
boundaries to work well, and so do other people. We all have our role to
play in this larger oneness. We don’t serve that role well by losing who
we are in all the other stimuli and emotional energy that swarms around
us every day.

We naturally pick up each other’s emotional states and see the
moods and energies reflected in other people. Some people have
heightened senses when it comes to this and other stimuli, such as
sound, light, movement, touch and other things. Everyday life can 
become difficult for them, particularly when they don’t understand how
to filter out the excess or create boundaries between them and the rest
of the world. Energy shielding and energy cleansing are tools that can
help with this a great deal.

Shielding
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Shielding does not prevent you from receiving information about
the world around you or about the people you are in communication
with. I used to worry that shielding would cut me off from understand-
ing the world as well, but I feel I understand and navigate it better now
that I use it regularly. I have also heard the concern that using a shield
puts out a fear vibration, and I used to believe that it would. However,
you don’t have to do it from a place of fear. Do it from a place of 
sovereignty, strength and wisdom. Think of it this way; you can wash
your hands from a place of fear that you will get sick, which puts that
vibe out there. Or you can wash them, knowing it is a wise and 
straightforward tool to use in your everyday well-being.

We work very closely with the energy fields of others when we do
energy healing work, even doing distant healing. Our energies 
mingle in a very intimate way. It is vital to both cleanse your energy and
to have a robust and energetic shielding or boundaries in this kind of
work, to keep yourself well, and to best help your client. A physical healer,
such as a physician or a massage therapist, must wash their hands and
be free of communicable disease before working with a client. Health
protection measures, such as sanitizing equipment and disposing of
used supplies, are also taken to ensure that contagions are not 
transferred to them from their clients, or from one client to another.  We
must do the same with our energy field, for the highest good of our-
selves and those we work with.

To shield: There numerous ways to do this, and the best one is the one
that works well for you. Here are a couple of ideas. Imagine a bubble that
completely encircles your body. This bubble can be of any colour.  
Imagine a reflective coating on the outside, so energies not of the 
highest good will bounce off. You might also like to create an energetic
box around your energy field, making a wall on each side of the body,
one in the back and front, and one above and below you. However you
create your shield, the idea is to charge it with Reiki or energy, asking
that nothing penetrate the field that is not to your benefit, in service to
the Highest Good. Use this whenever you go someplace public, go on
the internet, when you go to sleep at night, before a Reiki session, and
before meditation.

To cleanse your energy: There are also many ways to do this. An
effortless way is through your breath and visualization. You can also use
grounding, asking the Earth to clear away any energy that is causing you
difficulty or that does not belong in your field. 
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Trees can be beneficial in clearing our energy.  Smudging or using 
incense can help. Another technique to use throughout the day is the
breath sweep.

BREATH SWEEP TO CLEAR YOUR ENERGY
Clearing out the energy of other or of situations we don‘t wish to be 
attached to is essential, especially right before a Reiki session.  It’s an 
excellent way to begin and end our day.  It is especially useful if we have
just experienced something upsetting or painful.  By using visualization
and our breath, within a couple of miutes, we can call our energy back
to us, centre, and release all that isn’t ours.

This exercise uses the breath and visualization to imagine that the breath
is sweeping our energy clean, leaving behind only what belongs to us.

•  Begin by relaxing the muscles in your belly.  Take a full breath in and 
release it. 
•  Close your eyes and feel the energy in your body.  Take notice of how you are
feeling and where you are tense.  Notice any emotional energy that is in you.
•  As you take your inhale, imagine the breath is pulling up through your feet,
flowing up your body until you reach the top of your head.  See the breath flow
back down your body as you exhale until it flows back out of your feet again.
•  With the next inhale, imagine the breath coming in through the entire 
backside of your body, flowing through you until it has come out the front side
of the body and into the aura with the exhale
•  With the next inhale, see the breath flow in through the left fingers, down the
arm, through the body and out through the right arm and fingers.  With the 
exhale, see the breath flow back the way it came, through the right fingertips
and arm, through the body and out the left arm and fingertips.
•  Ask all energy that is not yours to release into the Universe and  Earth to be
reused for a greater purpose.
•  Ask that all of your energy that has scattered elsewhere return to you.  See
yourself becoming centred and grounded in your body.
•  Take one final inhale to clear your aura, sweeping away andy debris.  AS you
exhale, see it floating away.

Use this exercise any time you need it throughout your day.  I like to use
it prior to meditations on days when my mind is feeling overactive, and
I can’t settle in.  I had also found it helpful when I was dealing with 
stressful situations or overwhelming emotions.  It is especially lovely 
before and after a Reiki session to help clear and balance my energy,
bringing my centre back home.

Blessings,
Angie Webster
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